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Creative Resins is a family run business for more 

than 35 years.

The original Outline Resin and Infill Colour were first 

introduced to the UK market in 1977.  There are still 

today a number of windows and doors decorated 

with this resin technology looking as good today 

as the day they were installed. Since that time 

Creative Resins have embraced technology and the 

first Wizard Automatic Resin dispensing systems 

were introduced to the market in 1990. All of these 

products and systems were developed by the 

current owners.

Today’s current portfolio boasts a range of products 

and application systems just as unique.  Knowing 

the market, understanding the demands and 

requirements of an industry and having inventive 

staff is key to offering affordable solutions and state 

of the art products. 

Creative Resins specialise in all aspects of decoration 

for the flat glass industry as well as high quality 

surface coatings for Doors, PVCu profile, glass and 

many other substrates. 

Our “ABSOLUTE COLLECTION” product catalogue 

is designed to offer a solution to your decorative 

requirements from materials to equipment to 

application systems and specialised software. It 

is divided into sections for easy reference giving 

you just the facts and figures that you need at your 

fingertips.

Backing this up we have a young and energetic 

team that will talk you through your requirements, 

provide further details and specifications and answer 

any question that you may have giving you the 

confidence you need to make an informed decision.

Our products are designed, formulated and 

manufactured in house using our own chemists and 

engineers.  We have invested heavily in the latest 

manufacturing systems as well as our own product 

evaluation equipment. Our business and success 

over many decades is built on innovation and quality, 

constantly striving to improve existing product lines 

as well as introducing new and exciting additions to 

our impressive portfolio so that all our customers 

have something unique and special to offer long 

before their competitors.

To complement our range of paints and surface 

coatings we have now launched an exclusive and 

unique range of application systems that have 

revolutionised the window, door and flat glass 

industries.

Our factories in Sittingbourne, Manchester and Spain 

service virtually every country worldwide. We have 

built up a network of distributors and agents over 

many years that have a wealth of experience offering 

training, product support and technical service.

From receipt of your enquiry to delivery or to 

installation, customer service is paramount to 

us. Whether it is a single bevel cluster or a fully 

automated spray system, we offer a Friendly, 

Fast, First Class Service.  We offer a complete and 

ABSOLUTE service

Creative Resins may not be the biggest but we 

certainly are the best.

About
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PLASPAINT

INTRODUCTION

Colour matching frames to doors is so simple and offers benefits beyond any other system currently available.

Our COLOURMATCH software allows for any colour to be formulated be it RAL, Pantone, British Standard 

(BS), NCS, Dulux, Crown, Farrow and Ball to name but a few. We also boast our own in house specialist colour 

matching department that can guarantee to match any non-standard colour Add this to the fact that we also 

offer heat reflective colours, a comprehensive 10 year external guarantee and you have the most advanced 

paint system available today Creative Resins offer a range of “Start Up” systems to suit any production 

requirement large or small at an affordable price.

Painting Composite Doors, 

Glazing Cassettes, UPVc and 

Aluminium Windows could never 

have been easier. Whether it’s 

just plain white UPVC (PVCu) or 

foiled it can be painted to any 

colour using the remarkable 

PLASPAINT.

Matt, Satin, Gloss or our unique 

Euro Texture PLASPAINT offers 

it all.

PLASPAINT is also compatible 

with composite materials such 

as Fibreglass (GRP), ASA, ABS, 

Aluminium and Steel.

PLASPAINT is manufactured in 

the UK by Creative Resins. It is 

a specialist coating, consisting 

of a unique blend of Acrylic and 

Polyurethane resins that provide 

strength, flexibility, excellent 

scratch and chemical resistance 

as well as an incredible surface 

cross bond.
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PLASPAINT  /  MACHINERY

SPRAY MASTER

Capable of spraying carved and flat profiles at high speed with constant run-through. It’s a ideal machine for 

spraying large quantities of profile strips such as slats, floor boards, picture frames, window frames etc. The 

automatic spray guns are controlled pneumatically via photo-eyes and time relay.

 ∞ Four Automatic Spray Guns controlled by 

photo sensors and timers

 ∞ Automatic Gun Cleaning system

 ∞ Easy Fast colour change

 ∞ High transfer efficiency - Minimal waste

 ∞ Removable stainless steel drawer for easy 

filter change and paint recovery

 ∞ Multiple filtration system providing 

environmentally friendly spraying

 ∞ Suitable for solvent and water based paints

 ∞ Available in 3 different widths

 ∞ Suitable for composite doors, PVCu profiles,  

architraves, trims, cladding glass

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Length of conveyor 3250mm

Total length 3800mm

Conveyor Height 800mm

Total height 1400mm

Overall Width 940mm to 1690mm

Overall Weight 400kg to 550kg

Motor 0,75kw

Variable Speed of Belt 10-150m/min

Extraction Pipe Diameter 250m/m

Air Transfer / Output 2500-4000m³/h

Galvanised Steel Ducting 250mm/dia

Minimum height of object 4m/m
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PLASPAINT  /  MACHINERY

DRY MASTER

An automated drying tunnel system for enhanced curing of painted and lacquered surfaces, specially designed 

for curing painted lengths of PVCu profile and composite doors as well as various other substrates. Painted 

surfaces are evenly dried by continuous filtered warm air movement and multiple banks of IR lamps with 

variable heat settings. A stainless steel mesh conveyor belt moves the painted substrates through the tunnel at 

the selected speed. The IR lamps are positioned in such a way that they can cure all surfaces including sides 

and top, recessed and raised areas. Designed for both solvent and water based materials.

 ∞ Wind circular acclimation

 ∞ Will dry one surface and two or four edges

 ∞ Will dry profiles, curves, profiled doors and 

complex parts.

 ∞ Blowers are included in the price

 ∞ Insulation 120 g/cm3 rock wool

 ∞ Ideal for flash off

 ∞ 15 IR lamps in each unit

 ∞ Stainless steel net conveyer

 ∞ Both for water based and solvent based 

paint/lacquer

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Max. working width 1250mm

Max. working thickness 80mm

Air volume ratio 4500m3/hr

Max. Temperature 80 degrees

Speed on conveyer table 0 – 15m/min

Heating power 21kW

Total power 24,15kW

Machine Dimensions 9000mm x 1700mm × 1800mm

Weight 1400kg
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PLASPAINT  /  MACHINERY

SURFACE MASTER 

An automatic system for preparing the surface of PVCu profiles and trims, Composite Doors and various other 

substrates. The Surface Master is capable of cleaning multiple sides as well as recesses and raised surfaces 

in doors within the same pass. Unique variable speed brushes with specially adapted fine abrasive tips that 

can be easily removed for cleaning. Multiple extraction points remove unwanted dust particles via a filter. 

Guaranteed to clean all surfaces easily, quickly and uniformly with a perfect preparation for spray paint.

 ∞ Heavy duty motors and heavy duty 

construction

 ∞ Extra large sanding wheels

 ∞ Sanding heads can be mounted on top, 

bottom and side

 ∞ Easy changing of abrasives 

 ∞ As many sanding heads as needed - 

Custom machines with extra sanding heads 

available

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Conveyor Roller width 300-1000mm

Max. Working thickness 100mm

Machine Dimension 1760mm x 1400mm x 1786mm 

Weight 475kg - 1000kg

Diameter of side heads 300mm

Diameter of top/bottom heads 300mm

Conveyor Motor 0,55kw

Speed of conveyor belt 3 - 15 m/min
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PLASPAINT

RESINS & ACCESSORIES

Plaspaint base

Plaspaint catalyst

Digital scales Plastic beaker Filters Mixing stick — wooden

Spraygun Gun cleaner

Colour pigment Plaspaint reducer25, 9, 2.5 ltr

600 ml

5, 1 ltr, 500 ml 25, 5, 2.5 ltr

2.5 ltr 5, 2.5 ltr, 500 ml

Matt + Gloss

Pack of 50 Pack of 50 Pack of 10
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GLASSPAINT is a specially 

formulated acrylic resin paint 

system for the back painting of 

glass. It can be applied easily 

using a conventional spray gun 

or automatically by the Picasso 

and Spray Master. Glass, Wood, 

Metals, Ceramic and most 

plastics can be coated with 

GLASSPAINT.

GLASSPAINT is used to back 

paint glass in domestic and 

commercial locations such as 

Kitchen Glass Splashbacks and 

Kitchen Worktops, Bathrooms 

and Wetrooms, Wall cladding, 

Spandrels, Architectural Glass 

and Decorative Glass features.

It is easy to install and maintain, 

available in any colour with 

a huge range of effects and 

adds colour and light to any 

installation.

 ∞ Has a comprehensive 10 year internal and 

external warranty.

 ∞ Can be applied to any glass surface.

 ∞ Will not crack, fade or de-laminate.

 ∞ Can be formulated to ANY colour including RAL, 

Pantone, BS and many more.

 ∞ Dries naturally without the necessity of any 

drying equipment.

INTRODUCTION

GLASSPAINT
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 ∞ Fast colour change

 ∞ Automatic cleaning 

 ∞ Both for water based and solvent based 

paint/lacquer

 ∞ Automatic glass sensors giving minimal 

waste 

 ∞ Rectangles, circles and irregular shaped 

glass

GLASSPAINT  /  MACHINERY

PICASSO

The Picasso is our NEW and EXCLUSIVE Automatic Painting System for glass.

Not only is it fast, simple to use and easy to clean, but it also ensures no mistakes. Maximize your business’ 

profitability and production levels with the quickest colour change system in the glass industry.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Max glass width 2600mm

Max glass length
3200mm - without rolling supports 
4000mm - with rolling supports

Min glass size- Width x Length (mm) W 220mm x L 1100mm (single panel piece)

Current (EC) 380 V + N. + Grnd. 50hz

Rated Power 13,40kw

Extraction power 1kw

Gantry power 0.37kw

Air curtain power 0.75kw

Conveyor power 1,20kw

Compressed air input 6Bar (minimum)

Machine weight 2700kg

Footprint 5450mm x 3480mm
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Colour Match Software will 

create an unlimited colour pallet 

including RAL, Pantone, British 

Standard, NCS and many others.

FORMULATION SOFTWARE

GLASSPAINT

GLASSPAINT is extremely simple to use. It is a two component system, Base and Hardener, mixed together in 

equal amounts. There are 19 concentrate colour pigments and 4 aluminium pastes (to create metallic effect 

finishes).

Choose 

1. The colour 

2. The volume of material 

required for the job.

Our unique GLASSPAINT Colour 

formulation software will give the 

formula showing the weight and 

volume of each colour and the 

amount of base and hardener to 

be used. 

Mix them together.

You are now ready to spray.

Apply GLASSPAINT using a good 

quality conventional spray gun. 

GLASSPAINT will normally 

only require 3 coats. It may be 

necessary to back paint very light 

colours with a white, grey or 

black.

It really is as simple as that.
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GLASSPAINT

RESINS + CONSUMABLES

Spray A

Glitter base

Spray B

Colour pigment

25 ltr

1 ltr

25 ltr

2.5 ltr
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GLASSPAINT

RESINS + CONSUMABLES

Plastic beaker

Filters

Glass cleaner

Mixing stick — wooden

Gun cleaner

Spraygun Digital scales 600 ml

25 ltr 25 ltr

Pack of 50

Pack of 50 Pack of 10 Low module, neutral silicone

Application silicone
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Like all Creative Resin 

products GLASSPAINT has 

a comprehensive 10 year 

guarantee and is perfect for 

indoor and outdoor locations

GLASSPAINT is compatible 

with all the consumables and 

machinery equipment produced 

by Creative Resins.

Black granite

Black web

Leather

Gold web

Pearlescent

White web

EFFECTS

GLASSPAINT

GLASSPAINT also offers an exclusive choice of special effects that include Metallic, Pearlescent, Web, Satin 

and Acid Etch and many more.
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MIRROR & CHROME SYSTEMS

GLASSPAINT
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MIRROR & CHROME SYSTEMS

GLASSPAINT
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RESINS DISPENSING SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

OUTLINE RESINS

Creative Resins were the inventors of the resin technology that is used worldwide to manufacture decorative 

art glass and simulated stained glass It is easy to use, cost effective, fast and permanent The unique 

formulations include high build outlines and a range of infill colours that are designed for use in both internal 

and external locations and will withstand the most extreme climates for a minimum of 10 years

All Creative Resin products are 

available in solvent (supreme) 

and solvent free (H20) options. 

Both options are covered by 

the same unconditional 10 

year warranty supported by 

independent UV and weathering 

test reports Unique to Creative 

Resins are a range of high build 

solvent free Outline resins that 

are extremely fast drying ( one 

hour) and available in all colours 

including Gold Silver and Copper.

Glassline is Creative Resins 

Crystal Clear outline resin 

developed to simulate V cut 

glass. Amazing when used in 

conjunction with acid etch 

and satin glass as it creating 

transparency on the glass surface 

providing a unique range of 

optical effects.

The latest addition to our range 

of Outline products include the 

amazing Photolight (photo-

luminescent) which glows in the 

dark for up to 4 hours. 

Charges in natural or artificial 

light. (Patent Pending) All our 

outline resins are made from 

extremely high quality acrylics 

which guarantee long term 

durability Both solvent and 

solvent free options are covered 

by the same unconditional 10 

year warranty supported by 

independent UV and weathering 

test reports Creative Resins 

are constantly researching 

and developing new and 

existing products to fulfil the 

exacting demands of today’s 

manufacturing requirements.
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INFILL RESINS

Pre-mixed Colours Special texturing effects

Easy, fast and simple to use this 

two pack acrylic resin system 

offers efficiency, long term 

durability and affordability. 

Available in both solvent 

(supreme) and solvent free 

(H20) systems Thirteen (13) 

concentrate colour pigments 

(including Gold, silver and 

copper) that are all intermixable 

Ready to use range of pre made colours that are 

designed to match the most popular Stained Glass 

Art Film colours.

Crazy Base, Cracked Ice and Stipple offer an 

opportunity to alter areas of clear transparent glass 

into textured areas giving traditional and realistic 

alternatives and adding a new dimension to resin 

stained glass technology. As with all Creative Resin 

products they are easy to us and fully guaranteed.

to create any shade of any colour 

be it transparent, translucent or 

opaque.

Combine this with 9 fluorescent 

pigments that glow under UV 

black lights.

Add this to the latest exciting 

range of Photolight pigments 

(Photo luminescent) that self 

charge in natural or artificial light 

and glow in the dark for more 

than 4 hours (Patent pending) 

and you have the widest range 

of colouring and decorative 

products for all types of surfaces 

including glass, ceramic, 

aluminium, wood, composite 

materials and numerous plastics.

RESINS DISPENSING SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION
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 ∞ Industrial strength aluminium construction

 ∞ Heavy duty stainless steel linear guide rails 

with self adjusting bearings

 ∞ Innovative 2 component mixing system for 

the perfect plot

 ∞ Resin dispensing speed 100 mm per second

 ∞ Positional accuracy 0.18 mm

 ∞ Creative studio 3d software

 ∞ Unlimited designs

RESINS DISPENSING SYSTEM  /  MACHINERY

WIZARD ILLUSTRATOR

Wizard is a unique decorative glass technology that uses a computer controlled resin dispensing system to 

create designs onto glass. A limitless range of colours and textures can be quickly applied.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

WORKING HEIGHT

Gantry Height above table 130mm

SPEED

Plotting Speed 150 mm/sec

Dispensing Speed 100mm/sec

PRECISION

Position Accuracy 0.15mm

Repeatability 0.10mm

INPUT POWER

Power Supply 110/220 volts, 60Hz, Single Phase 13amp

DRIVE SYSTEM

'X' Motion
Powered by 1 industrial stepper motor belt 
driven motor power transmission. Precision 
hardened steel guidance rails.

'Y' Motion
Powered by 1 industrial stepper motor belt 
driven motor power transmission. Precision 
hardened steel guidance rails.
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'Z' Motion
Powered by 1 industrial stepper motor linea 
screw drive power transmission. Precision 
hardened steel guidance rail.

Precision Bearings
Industrial, hardened steel and contamination 
resistant .

DISPENSING SYSTEM

CRI Resiflo Pump
Life time warranty

Twin component gantry mounted precision 
gear pumps fully computer controlled allowing 
variable bead widths, auto reverse facility, auto-
purge system, easy fill resin containers.

SOFTWARE

Creative Studio 
Version 6 
Free Software Upgrades

Compatible with AI, DXF, HPGL and many 
others. Features include: Multi-Plots, 3D, 
Variable Bead Widths within the same file, 
Solder Joints, Auto Leaded Light / Georgian 
Bar facility, Auto Resin Colour selection, Design 
tools, Intelligent plotting system plus many, 
many more features.

RESINS DISPENSING SYSTEM  /  MACHINERY

WIZARD ILLUSTRATOR
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RESINS DISPENSING SYSTEM

RESIN + SPECIAL EFFECTS

Outline base

Clear colour hardener Colour pigment Stipple

Outline hardener Clear color base2.5, 1 ltr, 500 ml

25, 2.5, 1 ltr, 500 ml

1 ltr, 250, 125 ml250, 125 ml

2.5, 1 ltr, 500 ml 25, 2.5, 1 ltr, 500 ml

Black, white, gold, antique satin, 
copper, silver, grey, glass line (crystal 
clear), H2O or solvent available

H2O or solvent available

Pipettes Application bottle Mixing pots Colouring pots

125 ml, Pack of 503 ml 60 ml, pack of 50 600ml, pack of 50
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600ml, pack of 50

RESINS DISPENSING SYSTEM

RESIN + SPECIAL EFFECTS

Fine mesh filters

Dispensing tip — pink

Static mixer block

Disposable beaker

Dispensing tip — green

Static mixer holder

Delivery tube

Dispensing tip — grey

Span connector

Static mixer

Dispensing tip — white

600 ml, pack of 50

DTGRN, pack of 10

SMH

Pack of 100

DTPNK, pack of 10

SMB

DTUB — 4 m
DTUB30 — 30 m

DTGRY, pack of 10

SPANCON-R 1/8, pack of 4

STATM, pack of 10

DTWHT, pack of 10
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ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

Automatic dispenser

Manual dispenser

Mixing shelves
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Gyroscopic mixer

Vortex mixer

Sand blaster
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 ∞ Piston Pump sequential dispensing

 ∞ Minimum Shot: 0.077 ml

 ∞ Nozzle Blockage Warning - Guidance for 

cleaning and maintenance

 ∞ Piston Rod Detection - Warning when the 

piston is not pushed down

ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

AUTOMATIC COLOUR DISPENSER 

A colour dispenser which automatically mixes the recipe for our colour spray pigments from pre loaded soft-

ware ensuring the correct ratio is mixed every time. Designed for the users convenience with the computer 

at eye level to save on space in the factory, mixing spray colours has never been easier. The dispenser has an 

automatic alarm to alert when the individual colours need replenishing making the whole system error free.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Dispensing circuit Sequential

Pump type Piston pump

Flow rate 400mL/min

Nozzle diameter 4.00mm

Stirring speed 20RPM

Power supply 110V 60HZ / 240V 50HZ

Net weight 182 kilos

Dimensions 1405mm x 805mm x 945mm
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ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT 

MANUAL COLOUR DISPENSER

Our Manual Dispensing system is reliable, cost effective and delivers constant accuracy. Holding 24 canisters 

at 2.3 litres, it is perfect for a smaller production process.

 ∞ Ceramic Valve, Accurate and Abrasion 

Resistant.

 ∞ Flat pack design for transportation. 

 ∞ Dual-pump Design - Large pump for 

efficiency; small pump for accuracy.

 ∞ Easy cylinder and canister maintenance and 

replacement. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Pump Type Piston Pump

Minimum shot 0.077ml

No. of Canisters 24

Canister Capacity 2.3L

Machine Dimension 1000mm x 1000mm x 1300mm 

Packing Dimension 780mm x 520mm x 1000mm

Net Weight 55Kg

Gross Weight 65Kg

Power 80W

Power Supply 220V/110V 50Hz/60Hz
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ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

MIXING SHELVES

The Mixing Shelving system has space for up to 24 cans that ensure the pigments do not separate by stirring 

automatically for a minimum of 10 minutes every 8 hours. 

 ∞ Flexible choice of layer height/width/can 

positions.

 ∞ Flat pack for transportation.

 ∞ Easy to Change colours.

 ∞ Easy to Install - One person, three steps, 

half an hour.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Power supply 220 V / 110 V, 50 Hz / 60 Hz

Speed  72 rpm

Options 
Explosion-proof Motor/Side Hanging Plate/Working 
Platen/Tinter Shelf/Storage Shelf

Model Size (WXDXH) Pieces

CR14-6 1000×630×2077 mm 25/24" Container
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Tank Capacity 10L

Indirect Heating through Diathermic oil        ESSOTHERM 500

Diathermic oil quantity                     6 Litres 

Operating Temperature     50° - 190°C

Cooling                  Ventilated by forced air

Machine Dimension 450mm x 600mm x 1000mm

Weight       45kg

Rated Power 1,6Kw

Power Supply 220V/110V 50Hz/60Hz

SAND BLASTER ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

SOLVENT RECYCLER

The Solvent Recycler is particularly suitable for small and medium sized companies who have a limited 

solvent consumption. These reclaimer models includes a working cycle that is driven by a 4 hour cycle time. 

This recycler can be used for recovering a great range of different solvents such as; gun wash thinners and 

acetone. 

 ∞ Temperature Control Safety thermostat for 

maximum temperature control

 ∞ Pneumatic vacuum generator available on 

request

 ∞ Distillation Bags - Avoid manual cleaning of 

the tank and increase the recovered percent 

of solvent

 ∞ Air cooled copper condenser

 ∞ Automatic Operation
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ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

GYROSCOPIC MIXER 

User friendly controls, push button with screen for clear operational information and diagnostics, built for 

heavy duty applications and to run constantly for years. Steel frame construction, solid stable operations with 

maximum weight. Very smooth and quiet operation.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Mixing mode Gyroscopic 

Mixing Time 30-900s, variable

Max mixing weight 36kg

Mixing speed 150rpm

Mixing range
1-20L
Diameter 50-360mm
Height 90-400mm

Machine Dimension 795mm x 920mm x 1080mm

Packing Dimension 930mm x 830mm x 1175mm

Net Weight 220Kg

Gross Weight 255Kg

Power 750W

Power Supply 220V/110V 50Hz/60Hz

 ∞ The Gyroscopic Mixer is equipped with a 

tri-directional sliding door structure: creates 

an open space for quick and convenient 

loading and unloading

 ∞ Easy Clamping - innovative clamping design

 ∞ Clamping Detection - auto warning 

 ∞ Easy Loading Tri-direction door and 

extractable loading plate

 ∞ Guide Screw Protection
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ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

VORTEX MIXER

Suitable for diverse mixing requirements. Whether it’s a round or square can, 500ml or 5 litres, or even small 

sample tins, the Vortex Mixer is capable of mixing them all. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Mixing mode Vortex

Mixing Time 2/3min

Max mixing weight 10kg

Mixing speed 225rpm

Mixing range 
0.15 -5L 
Diameter 30-200mm  
Height 45-260mm

Machine Dimension 535mm x 665mm x 780mm

Packing Dimension 740mm x 600mm x 960mm

Net Weight 95Kg

Gross Weight 115Kg

Power 370W

Power Supply 220V/110V 50Hz/60Hz

 ∞ Innovative bi-directional sliding door 

structure: creates an open space for quick 

and convenient loading and unloading.

 ∞ The whole process is streamlined with an 

Unlock – Slide – Clamp – Lock process.

 ∞ The 30° rotating angle makes Vortex Mixer 

stronger and swifter for more efficient 

operation.

 ∞ The mixer will automatically sense and 

notify you of improper locking of the lower 

loading plate and un-centered paint can 

position.
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ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

SAND BLASTER

The machine is computer controlled, suitable for processing  5 – 30mm flat glass.

Glass is automatically moved by belt to the cabin where twin guns move up and down sand blasting the glass.

Variable belt speed and sandblast pressure.

 ∞ Glass conveyed automatically by belt when 

in position twin guns move up and down 

sandblasting the glass.

 ∞ Suitable for processing 5 – 30mm thick 

glass.

 ∞ The belts provide stable and accurate 

transmission, high efficiency and reliability.

 ∞ Height, width and depth of sandblasting 

can be easily adjusted according to 

requirements.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Model 1600mm Height 2000mm Height 2500mm Height

Height of conveyor 550mm 550mm 550mm

Height of the glass 1500mm 2000mm 2500mm

Speed of sandblasting 12-15m²/h 12-15m²/h 12-15m²/h

Compressed air 0.6~0.8 Mpa 0.6~0.8 Mpa 0.6~0.8 Mpa

Size 4700 x 1500 x 2300mm 6800 x 1500 x 2800mm 6800 x 1500 x 3300mm

Total Power 3.5kw 3.5kw 3.5kw
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RESIN BEVEL SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION

THE PROCESS

Crystalite is a unique transparent polyester and acrylic resin that allows 

simple, fast and economic reproduction of any bevelled, leaded or 

fused glass panel – no matter how complicated the design.

The revolutionary poly-acrylic formulation gives excellent resistance 

against weathering and UV light as well as a permanent bond to all 

types of glass.

Individual bevels can be easily coloured giving unique results.

Crystalite can be used in an external location encapsulated within a 

sealed unit. The hard surface of the Crystalite resin material can also be 

used in a single glazed environment such as Kitchen Units, Furniture, 

Shower Screens, and Decorative Mirrors.

The Crystalite Resin is injected into a rigid mould that is constructed of 

fibreglass with a unique easy release gel coat surface (Patent granted) 

via a 2 component pumping system specifically developed by Creative 

Resins for the Crystalite process.

These special moulds take only a few moments to be injected and the 

resin bevels are ready within as little as 45 minutes offering a very fast 

and economically production.

The moulds can be re-used immediately and will last indefinitely. 

Minimal maintenance is required.

Moulds can be manufactured to any design, any size and any shape. 
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PRODUCTION

Creative Resins offer different “in 

house” production systems to 

suit all budgets and production 

requirements. 

We also offer a complete service 

where we can produce the 

Crystalite resin bevel panels to 

your requirements, single glazed 

or in sealed units. We even offer 

exclusive designs to make your 

doors unique.

Used in conjunction with the 

Wizard Systems, a black, gold 

or silver resin outline can be 

precisely laid around the bevels 

giving a really authentic and 

traditional look.

A complete range of exclusive 

designs for Composite Doors 

is available for both in house 

production and supply of the 

finished item. 

As with all Creative Resin 

products a comprehensive 10 

year warranty applies.

RESIN BEVEL SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION
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RESIN BEVEL SYSTEM

MACHINERY AND MOULDS
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RESIN BEVEL SYSTEM

RESINS

Glass adhesion system

Bevel colours

Mould cleaning agents

Base resin or bevels Release agent

500 ml

500 ml

500 ml

500 ml 500 ml

Available in magenta, violet, red, 
yellow, green, blue
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RESIN BEVEL SYSTEM

LAMINATING RESIN

Creative-Lam is a crystal clear 

transparent resin especially 

designed to remain water clear 

even when catalysed. It is 

not prone to “yellowing” as in 

most other Polyester materials 

of a similar nature. Once 

Creative-Lam is fully cured it 

allows expansion of 300/350% 

with minimal shrinkage and 

exceptional toughness. 

Creative-Lam provides excellent 

water resistance with virtually 

nil absorption and a very high 

degree of resistance to oils and 

some high boiling point solvents. 

This superior laminating resin 

also contains a specially adapted 

adhesion promoter that remains 

dormant until the addition of the 

catalyst. With an exceptionally 

low viscosity (similar to water) 

Creative-Lam is extremely easy 

to use allowing easy flow and fast 

air bubble release.

Creative-Lam also has a full 

range of beautiful transparent 

colours that can all be inter-

mixed to create any shade 

or effect. All the colours are 

prepared in our own facilities 

using the highest quality organic 

pigments providing long term UV 

stability. 

Creative-Lam is fully compatible 

with our GLASSPAINT system. An 

extensive menu of special effects 

including marble, granite, web as 

well as translucent and opaque 

colours is available. Our exclusive 

software provides formulas to 

match more than 10,000 colours 

including RAL, Pantone, BS, NCS 

and many more.

Creative-Lam also comes 

with the usual full guarantees 

expected of the high quality 

products produced by Creative 

Resins and with 20 years 

experience – why look further 

for your laminating requirements.
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IN HOUSE SERVICES

PLASPAINT 

CRYSTALITE RESIN BEVELS

is the ultimate surface coating 

for permanent adhesion 

to PVCu, Aluminium and 

Composite materials. Windows 

and Composite Doors can be 

sprayed to any colour using a 

conventional spray gun or the 

automatic Spray Master.

 

Surface colour application to 

doors and windows has become 

very fashionable especially with 

the availability and versatility of 

matching decorative glass

Customers who do not have 

the necessary facilities in house 

to spray their own doors and 

windows can simply drop them 

to our facility where we will 

prepare, mask where necessary 

and spray to any colour required 

giving a really professional finish.

Plaspaints are manufactured 

using “Low Heat Gain Pigments” 

to prevent expansion and 

heat damage to PVCu profiles 

(especially when dark coatings 

are chosen such as Black 

and Anthracite Grey) making 

Plaspaints totally unique. RAL, 

Pantone, NCS, BS and Dulux 

colours are available along with 

many others as well as a bespoke 

colour matching facility.

All our coatings come with a 

comprehensive 10 year warranty. 

are unique in the fact that they are fast to produce, 

have exceptional detail and are affordable. Designed 

specifically to fulfil the demands of the Composite 

Door market, Crystalite offers a stunning range of 

bevel designs to fit all the common composite door 

glazing cassette sizes.

If you require a range of exclusive designs to suit 

your composite door collection then look no 

further.

Crystalite is a patent protected system.
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IN HOUSE SERVICES

WIZARD OUTLINE RESINS AND INFILL COLOURS 

offer an infinite range of 

decorative stained glass panels 

for Composite Doors using 

resin technology to simulate 

traditional stained glass, adhesive 

lead strip and film.

Fast production at affordable 

prices. We can match any design 

using our in house Wizard Resin 

Dispensing machine. We can 

even offer you and exclusive 

design range to complement 

all your composite door 

requirements. 

View our range of Resin Fused 

Tiles providing the very latest in 

modern techniques at a fraction 

of the price. Available in a range 

of bespoke colours to match your 

Composite Door collection.

Manufactured to suit all composite 

door glazing cassette sizes as well 

as custom sizes.

for back painted glass is the perfect finishing 

touch to any kitchen or bathroom providing a 

contemporary, clean and modern look.

Sprayed to any colour in our factory using the 

very latest spray equipment and colour matching 

technology we offer a fast and reliable service using 

the best products available on the market today 

backed up by a comprehensive 10 year warranty.

Just provide us with the glass sizes or supply your 

own glass to us and we will take care of the rest.


